The Elevator Monitor and Information System EMIS-100 is a monitoring system tailored to deliver detailed elevator position, status, and performance reporting – at the security desk, management office, or machine room.

While EMIS 100 systems are most commonly installed in the same building as the elevators they monitor, the systems can also be set up to monitor elevators via the internet. The EMIS 100 system is scalable to systems ranging from a single car, to a group, to a campus, or a state.

EMIS 100 has a variety of different views tailored to different operational needs. For systems where a single screen birds-eye-view of a single elevator bank is the right solution we offer a companion product, the EMIS One monitor system.

EMIS 100 can be configured to display a pop-up message or audible alert when an elevator goes out of service.

In addition to the standard displays and reports, the EMIS-100 keeps a detailed log of elevator events in a standard SQL database which can be use by ESI personnel to produce custom reports or help debug intermittent system gremlins.

The Elevator Systems Internet Gateway and EMIS monitoring systems are available in stock and customized configurations. If you have a need to connect to or monitor your elevator system, let’s talk and get it done.